ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION -CEA BOLOMETERS.

CEA has now a strong experience in the domain of large bolometer arrays for submillimeter astronomy. In 1997, LETI/LIR and DAPNIA/SAp have started to develop new technology bolometers to meet the requirements of the HERSCHEL Space Observatory (see G.L. Pilbratt, this conference vol. 6265) : how to build a wild-field submillimetric camera with fast mapping capability and a very good sensitivity in a relatively high background power environment?
The original approach was to use different known technologies, many of them developed during the ISOCAM project at CEA (Ref. [1] • Bolometer impedance (empirically adapted from Efros Law, ref. [3] ) :
), and put them together to build a new kind of bolometer array. Such technologies include ionic implantation (for resistive thermometers), silicon micro-machining, flipchip technology using indium bumps for bonding the different elements and low temperature CMOS amplification. It was also decided not to use Winston cones, but rather a "resonant metallic absorption" system.
That led to the conception of a non traditionnal bolometric detection system, more similar to the CCD concepts used in other domains of astrophysics. 256 pixels compose the basic array, each pixel having a 0.5Fλ field of view to fully sample the image in the focal plane (see F. Simoens et al., this volume). Pixels contain two semiconducting thermometers (silicon made with phosphorus implantation and boron compensation) which work at 300 mK in the "hopping conduction" regime. The submillimeter light absorption is obtained with a quarter wave cavity. The bottom of the cavity is a silicon layer coated with a thin gold layer that acts as a reflector (more details in section 3). Indium bumps support the upper absorbing layer made of silicon which is
where R 0 and T 0 are constants caracterising the type of resistor we are using (Silicon type with implanted Phosphorus and Boron compensation), L (T ) is the hopping length and E is the electric field inside the resistor.
• Thermal conductance :
where
the T term characterizes the heat conduction in metals (from Drude theory) and the T 3 term corresponds to a dielectric conduction (Casimir model).
• Heat capacity :
where the T term corresponds to the doped silicon resistor, the T 3 term corresponds to the dielectric (silicon grid) and the exponential term is a characteristics of the absorbing metal (TiN). [4] ). The bottom part shows the estimated background power falling on one pixel, mainly coming from the atmosphere and the telescope. 
All the constant terms and empiric laws for these parameters have been determined experimentally. The model itself has been created using MATLAB † and its extension SIMULINK. We use this simulation to determine what would be the best performances of our bolometers in ground-based conditions. † MATLAB is a mathematical software from The MathWorks Company
Atmospheric Bands
where E = throughput of the system, η pix = geometric filling factor of a pixel, η abs = absorption coefficient of the pixel, P opt = power emitted by the cold internal optics of the camera, P tel = power emitted by the telescope and P sky = power coming from the atmosphere (depends on opacity). Typical values of background power are shown in figure 3 and table 1. • 
Results of Simulations
One of the possible ways to use the numerical model is to determine the optimum voltage of the bolometer which gives the best sensitivity. To estimate it, we add to the constant optical background a very small low frequency
is equivalent to the flux of an object that is detected with a Signal / Noise = 1 in 1s of integration and is related to the telescope diameter, the optics transmission and the atmospheric conditions. In the table, it is given for the usual 5σ, 1 hour integration conditions. At 200 µm, this (point) source detection limit is about 28 mJy. For comparaison, the PACS sensitivity will be about 3 mJy. The big advantage of such a ground-based instrument over a space mission is of course its angular resolution, which in a case of a 12m diameter telescope would be ∼4 arcsec at 200 µm (∼13 arcsec for PACS). Because of the existing possibility to join the arrays, it would be possible to build the same kind of focal plane as the ones found in PACS, (32×64 pixels), to cover relatively large fields of view in all the bands.
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ABSORPTION SYSTEM
Problem and Solution
Our bolometers use a resonant cavity to absorb submillimeter waves. It is based on a principle which is known for a long time (see [5] , see figure 6a ). ‡ We use a TiN alloy as the absorber because it is compatible with the manufacture processes and superconductive at 300mK but absorbing for submillimeter waves. In our design, we use indium bumps to tune the cavity height to the desired wavelength we want to detect. These bumps are also used as electrical links between the silicon grid (containing the resistors) and the reflector layer where we find the first stage of signal processing. 300 µm (see figure 8a) . Other types of models have been used to verify this kind of design, like 3D electro-magnetic modelling with HFSS, done at CEA/LETI. * * The inter-pixel silicon walls are 450 µm high and can not be reduced in size at low cost. That justifies the use of a structured antireflective silicon layer. 
With our current manufacturing methods, there is a limitation in the size of these indium bumps, around 35 µm (PACS uses two types of cavities, at 20 and 25 µm, adapted respectively to detection at 100 µm and 180 µm). Even with the help of the metallic patterns, it is not possible to have a very good absorption in bands over
Results
To test the performances of this concept, we have decided to use an existing PACS array (figure 6c
)
CONCLUSIONS
CEA is now developing bolometer arrays for ground-based applications
